QUAD - ZELENGORA, ALL DAY EXPEDITION
All day adventure with Quads on Zelengora mountine
NO OVERNIGHT

Price: 90,00 €
Zelengora is also known as a location where famous film scenes have been shot, so we visit the
sites with from the filming of '' On the Milky Way '' by director Emir Kusturica and the location
where Monica Belucci gladly stayed and more.

Offer schedule
THIS IS A DEMANDING TOUR WHERE ALL THE POTENTIAL OF OUR LARGE ATV QUADS
IS SEEN.
The tour starts early in the morning at our rafting center with our vehicles with trailers loaded with
quads. One vehicle can accommodate 8 persons and carry 4 quads.
Upon arrival to the National Park Sutjeska, the ATV vehicles are unloaded and prepared for a
ride. Near the Vratari in the canyon of the Sutjeska we enter the ZELENGORA massif. Vratar is a
landmark of NP Sutjeska. In the old times it was one of the most famous outposts on the
Dubrovnik road where the road passing was charged and that is how Vratar (“doorman”) got its
name. We go round the most beautiful parts of Zelengora visiting as many as 3 lakes popularly
known as "Mountain eyes'. During the tours in nature we have a 40-minute break for a rich cold
lunch of the region’s specialties- smoked ham, cream, old cheese, white cheese, homemade
bread under the metal plate, homemade smoked meat, with our spring water and brandy.
From Zelengora we ride to the other end of the mountain pass Cemerno, where we are again met
by vehicles with trailers to drive us back to the Rafting Center.
During the tour it is essential to follow our guide’s instructions and recommendations.
This is a full-day tour. It begins around 8 a.m. and ends as late as 7-8 p.m.
You spend 7-8 hours riding an ATV quad.
The price of the tour is:


150€ per person, minimum 2 people. (If one person is on the quad, it is an extra +60€ for
that person)




for 4 people, the price is 110€ per person. (If one person is on the quad, it is an extra
+45€ for that person)
for 6 people, the price is 90€ per person. (If one person is on the quad, it is an extra
+35€ for that person)

The price includes all fees, a guide, vehicles, fuel, vehicle transfers for participants and ATVs,
lunch in nature and all other costs.

Menu
Lunch day 1:Rich cold lunch of the region’s specialties- smoked ham, cream, old cheese, white cheese,
homemade bread under the metal plate, homemade smoked meat, with our spring water and brandy.

Notice






The person who rides a quad must be at least 17 years old.
The person who rides an ATV quad must have a valid driving license.
The second passenger on the ATV quad must be at least 12 years old and with parents.
We reserve the right to assess whether a person has a minimum of physical fitness for
the ride.
You will ride ATV vehicles at your own risk, and the organizer is not responsible for any
consequences.

